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ABSTRACT

•

The theory of compact group actions on locally compact abelian groups provides
a unifying theory under which different invariance conditions studied in several
contexts by a number of statisticians are subsumed as special cases.

For example,

Schoenberg's characterization of radially symmetric characteristic functions on
n
R is extended to this general context and the integral representations are
expressed in terms of the generalized spherical Bessel functions of Gross and
Kunze.

These same Bessel functions are also used to obtain a variant of the

Levy-Khinchine formula of Parthasarathy,
invariant distributions .

•

Ranga Rao, and Varadhan appropriate to

0.1

o.

INTRODUCTION
The theory of compact group actions on locally compact abelian groups, as

developed in [8], provides a general framework for the study of invariant distributions and the unification of a variety of different kinds of invariance
considered in the literature.

For example, Schoenberg's characterization [15]

of radially symmetric distributions, when considered from our viewpoint, may be
regarded as classifying the positive definite functions on Rn that are invariant
under the natural action of the groupO(n) of orthogonal nxn matrices.

In this

classical situation, Schoenberg showed that the characteristic function of a
radially symmetric distribution can be represented by an integral of certain Bessel
functions.
With this in mind we generalize Schoenberg's results from the orthogonal
action on R n to a compact group U acting on a locally compact abelian topological
group X.

Our work, therefore, gives a general context for the investigations of

Dawid [5], Anderson and Fang [1], James [10], and other statisticians who have

•

considered specific orthogonal actions on Euclidean spaces as they pertain to
invariant distributions.
In the extension of Schoenberg's results to the compact transformation
group (U,X), the kernel for realizing the characteristic function of aU-invariant
distribution is the spherical Bessel function for the transformation group (U,X)
that was defined and studied by Gross and Kunze [8].
This spherical Bessel function also relates to other statistical problems.
For example, it allows us to adapt the work of Parthasarathy, Ranga Rao, and
Varadhan [11] to prove a Levy-Khinchine formula for infinitely divisible Uinvariant characteristic functions on X.

0.2

This paper is organized as follows.
The context for the first eight paragraphs is the general theory of a compact

~

topological transformation group (U,X) in which the compact group U acts
by automorphisms on a locally compact abelian topological group X.

In particular,

in paragraphs 3 and 4 we study the orbit space U\X and describe the decomposition
theorem for a U-invariant measure, a result crucial to much of what follows.
Paragraphs 5 and 6 deal with the spherical Bessel function and the generalized
Schoenberg theorem for (U,X).

Our

L~vy-Khinchine

formula is the subject of

paragraphs 7 and 8.
The last four paragraphs are specialized to the case in which X is a finitedimensional real inner product space and U is an orthogonal action on X.

Para-

graph 9 deals with a general form of "polar coordinates" for (U,X), arid paragraph
10 shows how the abstract theory of these orthogonal transformation groups applies
to a variety of examples including the classical context of Schoenberg; its
generalization to matrix spaces considered by James, Richards, and others; the
"rotatable" distributions of Dawid; and the invariance models of Anderson and
Fang.

The paper concludes with a general result in paragraphs 11 and 12 on

stochastic representations for U-invariant random variables.

•
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1.

FOURIER ANALYSIS ON LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS.
Throughout the paper X denotes a locally compact abelian (Hausdorff) top,.,

ological group.

We recall that the dual group X consists of all continuous

homomorphisms of X into the multiplicative group of complex numbers of unit
A

modulus.

Then X itself becomes a locally compact abelian (Hausdorff) group
A

relative to the compact-open topology. For S£X and x( X, we write (S Ix) for S(x).
A

,.,

Pontryagin duality identifies (X) with X through the formula (xiS)

=

,.,

for

x~X

-(Six)

and's€.X.

For a finite positive Borel measure m on X, its Fourier transform is the
A

function m on X given by
A

(1 )

m((3) =

1 (Six) dm(x) , (3EX.
X

The mapping m+m is one-to-one.

If m is a probability measure then m is called

its characteristic function.
We refer to [14] or [16] for details .

•

2.

COMPACT ACTIONS.
Throughout, U denotes a compact group acting on X by automorphisms.

to say, (U,X) is a compact transformation group.
the following properties hold:

That is

Thus, with u(x) denoted by ux,

The mapping (u,x)+ux is continuous from

Ux X to X; (u 1u2)x = u1(u 2x) for all x in X and ul'u 2 in U; and x+ ux is a
continuous automorphism of the group X for each U€U. By duality, (U,X) is also
"'-

a compact transformation group with the action defined by
(1)
"'-

for (u,S,x)€UxXxX.
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3.

THE ORBIT SPACE AND INVARIANCE
The

Ux

=

~ space

{ux: u£ U}.

for the action of U on X, denoted U\X, consists of all orbits

~

Equipped with the quotient topology the orbit space is a locally

compact Hausdorff space.

The canonical quotient map 7T: x-+Ux is open and con-

tinuous from X to U\X.
A function f on X is called U-invariant if f{ux)
Equivalently, such an f is constant on orbits.

=

f{x) for all (u,x), UxX.

This means that aU-invariant

function f can be regarded as a function f on U\X, where
f07T=f.

(1)

In order to construct U-invariant functions, let f be any continuous function
f on X.

Define
f1{x) = f f{ux) du

(2)

U

where du is normalized Haar measure on U.

By the right invariance of Haar measure~

f 1 is U-invariant.

By standard measure theory, formula (2) is defined almost
sure 1yin X for f € L1(X,m) .
Similarly, a measure m on X is U-invariant if m{uB) = m{B) for all u£ U

and Borel sets B in X.

The following theorem shows that there is a one-to-one

-

correspondence between invariant measures m on X and measures mon U\X.

See

[3, §2], [2, §3], or [8, §2].
4.

THEOREM.
Let m be a U-invariant measure on X.

Then there exists a unique measure m on

U\X such that
(1)

f f{x) dm{x) = f (f f{ux) du) dm{7T{x))
U/X U

X

..

In other words,
I f{x)dm{x)

(2)

X

=

I

U/X

f1{w{x)) dm{w{x)).
.

The measure m on U\X is called the quotient measure corresponding to the Uinvariant measure m.
~

This IIdecomposition of an invariant measure is crucial
ll

to later results.
5.

THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTION AND SCHOENBERG'S THEOREM.
The spherical Bessel function for the transformation group (U,X) is the functiun
A-

J o on Xx X defined by

A-

for (S,x)E,XxX.

Note that J o is U-invariant in each variable; that is,

(2)

..

A-

for all (u,S,x)f.UxXxX .
The spherical Bessel functions were defined in [8J in connection with the
Fourier analysis of (U,X).

To briefly indicate their significance, note that for

a U-invariant finite measure m on X,
(3)
A-

for all S€X.

A-

Indeed, since m is U-invariant, so is m; for if

u~

U and S E:. X

then
m{uS)

= IX (uSlx) dm{x) = IX (Slu-1x) dm{x)
=

IX (Six) dm{ux) = IX (six) dm{x) = m{S).

Therefore,
mlS)

= I u m{u-1S) du = I U (IX (u-1Slx) dm{x)) du
= IX (I U (~Iux) du) dm{x) = IX Jo{S,x) dm{x).

4

The following theorem generalizes the decomposition theorem for Rn, first proved
by Schoenberg [14].
6.

THEOREM.
Let m be

~

U-invariant probability measure on X and let m be the corresponding
Then m~ ~ probability measure, and

quotient measure on U\X.

•

A

for

B~.X.

Proof.

We apply Theorem 4 to (5.3).

Thus, for U-invariant m,

by (5.2) and the fact that du has mass 1. All that remains is to verify,

9Y the

substitution f=l in Theorem 4, that m is a probability measure if m is a probability measure.
7.

..

THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTION AND THE LEVY-KHINCHINE FORMULA.
We relate the spherical Bessel function for (U,X) to infinitely divisible

probability measures.

Our version of the Levy-Khinchine representation relies

upon the work of Parthasarathy,

Ranga Rao, and Varadhan [11], but in part is

motivated by the variant of their theorem due to Gangolli [6].
Let X be separable and metric and

a probability measure on X.

Following

= 1..l * 0x for some x in X; where * denotes
convolution and Ox is the Dirac measure at x. The measure ~1 is said to be a
[l1J, we say

factor of

~

~

if

is idempotent if

~

= 1..l1 *

~2

~

*

~

~

for some measure

~2.

Also,

~

is called infinitely

41'
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divisible if for each positive integer n, there exist xn in X and a measure An
such that ~ = A~ * 0XnWhere A~ = An * An * ... * An (n convolutions). The proof
of the following

L~vy-Khinchine

applying the "radializing
8.

ll

theorem is derived from Theorem 7.1 of [11] by

formula, (3.2), above.

THEOREM.
Let X be

~

locally compact abelian

separab~e

metric group, U be

~

before,

and m be an infinitely divisible, U-invariant probability measure on X. If m
has no idempotent factors and mII real-valued, then m has the representation
m(B)

=

exp[fx {Jo(B,X)

-l}

dF(x) - <P(B)J,

'"

B~X.

The measure F II a-finite on X; it has finite mass outside every neighborhood
of the ,identity!!! X; and

-e

for all B£ X.

Also, <P(B) is

~

non-negative, continuous U-invariant function

satisfying

'"

for all B1' B2 € X.
9.

ORTHOGONAL ACTIONS AND POLAR COORDINATES.
Suppose now that X is a finite dimensional real vector space with an inner

product and that the elements of U act orthogonally on X; i.e., Iluxll

=

Ilxll

for all (u,x)fUxX where 11'.11 is the norm derived from the inner product.

In

this case one calls (U,X) an orthogonal transformation group.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we assume (U,X) is an orthogonal transformation group.
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By polar coordinates for (U,X) we mean a decomposition L: x C for a dense
open subset Xr of X whose complement has Lebesgue measure zero. More specffically, we suppose that L: = U/U

for a fixed closed subgroup Uo of U, C is an
o
open subset of the subspace Xo of points in X fixed by Uo ' for each r~C the
orbit Ur is equivalent to E, and the mapping (uUo,r)+ur is a diffeomorphism
of Ex C onto Xr . The points in Xr are called regular.

.,

In the presence of polar coordinates, the orbit space (except for a null
set) can be identified with C, and the spherical Bessel function is determined
more explicitly on C.

The following examples illustrate this phenomenon

10. EXAMPLES.
(A) Let X = Rn with the usual inner product <. I.> and U = O(n), the group
of n x n orthogonal matrices.

U acts on X by left matrix multipl ;cation,
'" may be identified with lR n via the inner
x+ux, u£ U, XE X. The dual group X
product, since every element of Xis of the form exp( i <8,. », 8 € lR n • Here,
we have the usual polar coordinates: Xr ={x'Rn:x~O};Eis the unit sphere,

e.

realized as the set UOo where 00 = (l,O, ... ,O)t and Uo = {u, U:uoo=oo} :: 0ln-l);
and C = {rooE :Rn:r>O} :: (0,00). Thus, for x~O in X, 7T(X) is identified with the
number r

=

II XII.

If 8,xfR n , then

where Dn(t) = 2v r(n/2) t- V J)t), t>O.

Here, v = (n-2)/2, and J

Bessel function of the first kind of order v.

is the classical
v
Putting these facts together, we

recover Schoenberg's classical result from Theorem 6: If m is an O(n)-invariant probabil ity measure on Rn, then m(x) = ep( IIx II> where

7

and m is a probability measure on [0,00).
Here, we call the reader's attention to the fact that the function Jo '
orginally defined on Rn xR n is ultimately determined by a function on R.
(B) For ii 2:. k, 1et X = Rnxk , the space of n x k real matri ces, with inner product
<x,y> = tr(xTy) where Xl denotes the transpose of x, and U = O(n).

The group U

acts "one-sidedly" on X by left matrix multiplication, x+ux, u( U, X(;X.
A

A

Xmay be identified with X since the homomorphisms in X are of the form
exp(i trace(13'x». Here, Xr = {xE.X:x has maximal rank, k}, E = En,k is the
Stiefel manifold {cre.Rnxk:cr'cr = I k} which is real ized as Ucro where cr o is the nxk
matrix with (cro)jj = 1 for all j=l, .•. ,k and all other entries are zero; Uo
= {uE.U: ucr o = crJ: O(n-k); and C ={cror€X: r is a kxk (symmetric) positive
definite matrix}. Thus, for XE,R nxk such that r = XiX is invertible, n(X)

--

is identified with the positive definite k x k matrix r i .
If 61 x E Rnxk , then
J o(13,x)

= 10(n) exp(i trace(13 l ux»

du

where A_ i (.) is the Bessel function of matrix argument defined by Herz [9]. See
also [8]. The corresponding generalization of Schoenberg's theorem now reads:
If m is an O(n)-invariant probability measure on Rnxk , then m(x) = ~(XIX), where
for any re.{

r~O},

the cone of symmetric positive definite kx k matrices,
~(t)

= constant x

Ir~O

A_i(tr) diil(r),

and iii is a probabi 1ity measure on { r 2: O}.
We remark that Example A is the special case k=l.
~

Observe, again, the

phenomenon that the function J o ' originally deferred for nxk matrices is determined by a function on the lower-dimensional space of k x k matrices.
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We note in passing that random matrices having distributions of the type
treated in this example have been studied in the work of Richards [13] and
others.
(C) Let X =lR~~, the space of nxn real symmetric matrices. The group
U = O(n) acts "two-sidedly" on X via x-+uxu- 1, u£U, x£X. As in the
A

previous example, it may be shown that X can be identified with X.
U\X may be identified with the set

~n

In addition,

of nx n real diagonal matrices.

For

S.xE X,

where OF O 'is the hypergeometric function of two matrix arguments defined by
James [10]. It is straightforward to write down the generalized Schoenberg
theorem for this example.
Random matrices having two-sided invariant distributions have been studied
by Oawid [5] who calls such distributions rotatable.
(0) Let X = X =lR nxk and U = O(n) x ... x O(n), the direct product of k
Let x1, ... ,x k be the columns of x£ X and u = (u 1 ' ... ,u n) be
a typical element of U, where ui t O(n) for all i = 1, ... ,k. The group U acts
copies of O(n).

on X via x

=

[x1, ... ,xk]-+[u1xl'u2x2, ... ,ukxk]'

This is just k copies of the

Euclidean example A.
A

If

S

=

[S1,,,.,Sk]E.X, and x

=

[xl' ... ,xk]~ X, then
k

exp(i
k

=

;II nn( II SJ' II
J=1

where nn(') is defined in Example 2.2.

L S~uJ'x.) du 1... du k
j=1 J J

. II xJ., \) ,

From this, we immediately derive a

Schoenberg-type theorem obtained previously by Anderson and Fang [1].
We also note that examples analogous to those above can be constructed for
matrices with entries in any real finite-dimensional division algebra F.

When

e'

9

F

= [s the spherical Bessel functions are related to the complex generalized

hypergeometric functions of James [10J.

See also [7J and [8J.

11. STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATIONS.
In the classical situations Schoenberg's theorem is sometimes restated in
~

terms of stochastic representations.

We shall now extend this concept to the

group setting using polar coordinates for the orthogonal transformation group
(UsX).
12. THEOREM.
Let
m.

be an X-valued random variable with associated probability measure
Furthers assume that m ~ supported on ·the set xr of regular elements of X

where

~

~

= eR

~

the unique decomposition of

~

through polar coordinates.

m ~ U-invariant if and .QD.1.y if e and R are independents and e

•

~

Then

uniformly

distributed with respect to the normalized U-invariant measure on E = U/U O.
Heres we write .1r (x) = 0 and TIC(x) = r for x = or t Xr . Then e = TI E(~) and

E

R = TIC(l).

If TI: X-+-U\X is the canonical quotient maps then the assumption on

the support of m assures TI(l)

= TIc(~)

a.s.

The proof of Theorem 11 now follows

In particulars if m = ml is U-invariant then mR = ms
me = do is uniformly distributed s and m = mexm R so e and R are independent.
directly from (4.1).

Converselys if m = mexm R and me is uniformly distributed s then
clearly m is U-invariant.

m~ =

do and

In the classical cases the stochastic representations have been used (cf.
Cambanis et al. [4J) to develop the theory of elliptically contoured distributions
under minimal regularity conditions.
J

Theorem 12 opens the way towards general-

izations of the classical results to orthogonal transformation groups.
problems will be treated in a later article.

These
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